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EDAM 6360 Proseminar: Analysis of Critical Issues in Education

Course Description

This course will focus upon the exploration of critical issues in the field of education from an interdisciplinary perspective, the development of skills in analyzing an issue, exploring the impact upon diverse educational settings, formulating positions and seeking alternative solutions. Prerequisite:

Approval by Thmic doctoral program advisor.
EDAM 6360 Proseminar: Analysis of Critical Issues in Education

Course Objectives

COURSE OBJECTIVES/STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES:

After successfully completing this course, students will be able to:

1.) Define multicultural education and explain its relationship to the educational process and workplace.

2.) Become familiar with the educational experiences and issues related to six of the U. S. racial/ethnic groups.

3.) Review the status of the changing demographics in school and workplaces.

4.) Explain the interaction, social context, management and organization as necessary components of CLEED classrooms and work environments.

5.) Discuss and examine the legal mandates related to racism, affirmative action and equity and excellence issues in education and the workplace.

6.) Explore various views on cultural diversity in the U. S. as related to schools and organizations.

7.) Recognize and examine the influence of sociocultural factors on the teaching and learning process.

8.) Use the tenants of culturally responsive teaching and learning to examine practices in teaching and working in CLEED environments.

9.) Explore processes to encourage more respect for diversity in the workplace.

10.) Explore processes to encourage more parental and community involvement.

11.) Define caring and relate its attributes to the teaching and learning process and workplace.